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Abstract
This portfolio fulfills the requirements for both my Department of Dance senior capstone,
DANC 4800: Graduating Presentation, titled sunday, and my honors thesis for the Lee Honors
College. DANC 4800 requires the senior BFA dance students to collaborate and produce a dance
concert, usually held in-person, but was hosted virtually this year due to COVID-19. This
capstone is designed for the students to create a portfolio worthy of sharing with the public and
to aid in their career post-graduation. Responsibilities during this process include the
choreographing an original work, managing production elements, promoting the concert, and
coordinating with any personnel in and outside of Western Michigan University. sunday is a
dance for film choreographed, filmed, and edited by myself. The piece is intimate, emotionally
raw, warm, and inviting. In addition to choreographing a work, everyone is assigned a
coordinator position holding different responsibilities to fulfill. Holding the position of
Photography Coordinator, I planned a photo shoot for the eighteen senior BFA dancers to ensure
each dancer had materials to use for self-promotion and future auditions. This project also serves
as a performance opportunity for the under classmen in the Department of Dance. Preparation for
the concert begins when auditions occur in the fall semester, and concludes at the end of the
spring semester during the final showing. This portfolio reflects the choreography, design and
production elements, and planning that went into creating this year’s concert, All Things
Considered. I found the process of collaborating and producing a show rewarding. It was
incredible to see the talent and hard work culminate into one experience. This project, along with
my previous three years of schooling at Western, has helped me find my niche in dance,
photography, and videography. I want to continue to create within these mediums to share how
beautiful it is to exist fully in the small mundane moments.
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artistic
statement
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Artistic Statement
I am a dancer, performer, photographer, videographer, and choreographer. My many
creative outlets allow me to produce intriguing images both through movement and a lens. Dance
has the ability to stop time as well as bring past moments to life, much like a photograph. I often
find inspiration for a choreographic work in still images, as they can, express more than words.
I am a creator who strives to bring raw human qualities and emotions to movement.
Vulnerability is the beginning of my creative process, as I am most invested in my work if I can
relate to my subject matter. The therapeutic nature of movement encourages me to devise
concepts that come from my own experiences and internal thoughts. I create for myself and
invite others to join me in my experience. It is important that I express the concept of a work to
my dancers in order for them to find their own relationship to the piece. In addition, I want the
audience to leave feeling more connected to themselves and those around them.
My movement tendencies reside in a state of flow, and successive and sequential body
part phrasing, especially in the spine and arms. The range of movement in my spine allows for
unique and dynamic phrases within my body. My fluid tendencies are contrasted by brief
moments of isolation or stillness, but I ultimately enjoy creating work that has a hypnotizing
effect on the viewers. I appreciate both long lines and unique movement choices, both of which I
strive to incorporate into my works by building off of phrases created through improvisation. I
believe that through improvisation I am my most creative and bring forth movement rooted in
genuine human emotions. In all of my creative endeavors I seek to expose the authenticity of the
human experience to the public eye.
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biography +
resume

Lauren Smith is a dancer, choreographer,
photographer, and videographer based in
Chicago. She will be graduating from
Western Michigan University in May 2021
with her Bachelor of Fine Arts in dance,
where she has had the opportunity to
perform works by Brendan Dougan, Melanie
George, Aszure Barton, Kate Skarpetowska,
Seyong Kim, and Mike Esperanza was a
member of Western Dance Project under
direction of Whitney Moncrief. In addition
to working towards her degree, Lauren
travels with Dupree Dance Convention and
Competition as an assistant instructor, serves
as the Digital Media and Brand Manager of
Jodie Randolph Dance, and has begun her
own photography business.
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LAUREN SMITH
734.646.5831 | laurendgsmith@gmail.com | @laurendgsmith

EDUCATION
Western Michigan University | Kalamazoo, MI
BFA in Dance | Minor in General Business
Mentored by Monique Haley, Jeremy Blair, Whitney Moncrief, Carolyn Pavlik,
Seyong Kim, David Curwen, Sharon Garber, + Kelsey Paschich

May 2021

SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATION
Brighton Dance Festival

2018-2020

American Collegiate Dance Association East-Central Conference

2018

NewDANCEfest

2017

COMPANY EXPERIENCE
Western Dance Project

Whitney Moncrief, Dir.

2018-2019

NOTEABLE PERFORMANCES *Denotes original cast member
bystander

Mike Esperanza

2021

The Moon reflected in East Sea 1945 (II)*

Seyong Kim

2021

Is your heart beating?*

Lauren Smith

2020

An Evolutionary Story Written in
East Sea*

Seyong Kim

2020

Happy Little Things

Aszure Barton

2019

(Staged by Jonathan Alsberry, Brett Perry, + Tobin Del Cuore)

Tidal Intersections

Kate Skarpetowska

2019

Haunt*

Brendan Duggan

2018

LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE
Dupree Dance Lead Assistant

Jazz/Ballet/Jazz Funk/Contemporary/
Bollywood/Musical Theatre

2018-Present

AWARDS + RECOGNITION
Maggie Allesee Choreography
Competition Award

Michigan Dance Council

2020

Edwin E. Meader Scholarship

Western Michigan University

2020

SPECIAL SKILLS
Photography (dance + portraits), Adobe Lightroom Classic, Adobe Premiere Pro, iMovie, Social Media
Management (Facebook + Instagram), Digital Media Creation / Graphic Design using Canva.com, Electrician
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proposal
application

APPLICATION FORM
DANCE 4800 GRADUATING PRESENTATION

Student Name:

Lauren Smith

Project Semester/Year:

Spring 2021
__X__ I would like to be assessed on my choreography

Select One:

_____ I would like to be assessed on my performance
_____ I would like to be assessed on both my choreography and
performance
_X__ I approve the proposed project and I am willing and able to
serve as chair of the committee

Committee Chair
Approval
Due by December 1,
2020

Kelsey Paschich
Signature (can be electronic)
December 1, 2020
Date

DANC4800 Instructor
of Record Approval
(Megan Slayter)
Due by December 4,
2020

__X_ This project will fulfill the requirements of the BFA
Graduating Presentation for this student and can be completed
within the resources available.
Megan Slayter
Signature (can be electronic)
12-10-20
Date

On the following page/s:
• Describe your project as you currently envision it.
• Explain how your project will apply your personal aesthetic as written in your personal
artistic statement.
• Request for exception to standard safety protocols for Covid-19: Please clearly
indicate any requested exceptions to 10’ social distance requirement, the reason for the
exception, and how you plan to maintain safety (only roommates partner, for example).
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APPLICATION FORM
DANCE 4800 GRADUATING PRESENTATION
My project, as I currently envision it, is a dance for camera exploring time and memories
in space and objects of the home. I will be the choreographer, videographer, and editor
throughout this process. I have always been fascinated by the passing of time, and how one shifts
in space and time. This fascination began when I visited Mount Vernon on a 5th grade field trip
and when all I could think about was how many people had walked up the main staircase of the
home and had touched the rail. I am intrigued by the former presence of others and the ghostly
feeling that it brings. This piece will consist of two dancers and will be filmed in a kitchen space.
The kitchen is the most frequently used space in a home, which means that is full of substance. It
is a space for celebrating, dancing, gathering, conversation, creation, and rest. The space and the
activities that occur in this space will act as a source of inspiration for my movement. Editing
will be used to show the passing of time through subtle effects. I prefer films that are not
drastically edited, in order to highlight the movement.
This project is a way for me to navigate and release the thoughts I have regarding time.
More importantly, this project will act as a steppingstone to future projects and jobs involving
film. I have found a very large love for photography, and have been very successful with taking
dance shots for friends, that I felt it would be beneficial to explore and become proficient in
videography. I feel this project will help me hone what it is I want to be doing post grad.
The process of this work will begin in the studio with the dancers. The phrases created in
the studio will then be taken to the film space to be adjusted and recorded. Footage will be
collected sooner rather than later in the event that I need to re-record or collect new footage (or
another shut down). Following filming, I will begin the editing process, in which then the
dancers will not be needed, as long as I am pleased with the footage I shot. I have not selected
music for this work and will be playing with different scores throughout the process. I am okay
not being set on the music at the moment because it will be used more in the final steps of the
project.
This project continues my personal aesthetic through its vulnerability and close relation
to photography. Time moving quickly and the departing of ways are two ideas that are fueling
this project; both topics that consume me often and put me in a state of vulnerability. The use of
two dancers will also heighten the feeling of vulnerability. With two dancers, relationships can
be formed and communication through body language can be utilized. More than two dancers
would create a less intimate atmosphere, and one dancer would feel too lonely in my vision. The
use of the everyday space will encourage authenticity and will stimulate thoughts in all viewers.
It also continues my personal aesthetic in that I will be using another creative outlet to both
influence and create this work. I will be able to produce intriguing images in the studio and
through a lens.
I would like to request an exception to the 10’ social distancing requirement for this
project. I am requesting because the intimacy and vulnerability of the work will be lost without
contact and partnering. The work is rooted in memories and genuine human connection from
those moments. I am also requesting because I need to use a more compact space outside of the
studio for filming purposes. To maintain safety, I will be selecting dancers who are roommates
or who may be in a relationship and are a part of each other’s bubble. I understand safety is our
top priority, and I will ensure that my two dancers follow safe practices outside of rehearsal in
order for this process to run smoothly.
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essay

Lauren Smith
Paschich, Park, Stulberg
DANC 4800
14 April 2021
Graduating Presentation: sunday
sunday, a dance for film, is a visual representation of the skill and knowledge I have
acquired during my time at Western Michigan University. This project that allowed me to morph
my love for dance and digital media through the creation of a dance for film reflecting my inner
most feelings surrounding the concept of time and memories with a loved one. The original
intent for my Graduating Presentation was to perform. I jumped at the idea of receiving my BFA
in Dance with an emphasis in performance. However, after a reflection on my time at WMU, I
realized I had been given many opportunities to perform and knew I needed to explore
choreography. The recent development of my small business in photography had my heart
fluttering with excitement at the thought of having an extended period of time to create a dance
for film. I never imagined myself choosing to choreograph over the chance to perform, but
without that decision, I would have never known that I was capable of creating a short film.
Dance has allowed me to find my voice. I do not create to put on a performance for others, but
instead to express my inner most thoughts. I do not enjoy explaining these thoughts to people
because I seldom find the words that allow me to truly express how I feel. However, I am finding
the confidence in my work and am accepting my feelings enough to share them with others in a
visual art form. sunday is an example of the work I wish to create in the future, highlighting the
simple moments and various emotions that us human beings experience.
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Intent and Process
The concept for sunday originates in the idea of time and the ability of objects and spaces
to hold memories. The base for the work has remained the same through the entirety of the
process. I knew that the final work would revolve around this idea of time, but at the beginning
of my process I had no other ideas to build off of. As I moved forward, I added to my collection
of ideas, giving the work layers of meaning.
I began by diving into research about time; its effects of the brain, how its measured, and
how humans make sense of it. This research made my concept more complicated than originally
intended and I could tell I was going to dig myself into a hole if I did not stop. My process
usually begins with multiple improvisation sessions or time spent creating phrases from nothing.,
The creative process for sunday began much differently than most of my creative processes in
that I started with scholarly research rather than movement research. I quickly found myself back
in a place of comfort when I left my research and went to my happy place in the studio. I wanted
to use my time in the studio to reflect on how this concept of time made me feel. This is also a
new element I brought into my creative process: feeling. Often when I am in the studio, I tend to
block out all feelings and hyper focus on creating material. I let my emotions guide me through
my first improvisation session, and in looking back, I believe this is where I should have been
starting my creative processes all along. With the combination of improvisation and a recently
discovered song that made me cry the first twenty times I listened to it, I was able to pinpoint
what the piece meant to me. For the past five years of my seven-year relationship with my
significant other, we have been long-distance. Our relationship has been a series of short visits,
comings and goings, “see you laters”, and wondering when it will all end. I was drawn to the
feelings I had from these arrivals and departures; being utterly infatuated and enthralled by one
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human, to completely empty. My emotions can shift in one brief second between the moment of
this person being present and when they go.
I am most invested in my work when I am able to relate to my subject matter, and it is
important for me to express my findings to my cast, so we are able to form a relationship to each
other and they are able to find their own connection to the work. My cast consisted of two full
members, Libby McKenzie and Phoebe Rhorer, and one understudy, Sydney Leatherberry, all of
whom played a large role in the development of this piece. When my concept was solidified, I
explained my connection to the piece, and proceeded to ask my cast to share moments in which
they were able to relate. I also welcomed them to share any music or images that sparked this
feeling in them as well. Following their responses to my request, my concept blossomed into
something I could never have imagined. I chose Libby and Phoebe because I knew they were
dedicated to their craft, their movement was captivating, and they are roommates, which allowed
for partnering. I do not believe that this piece would have been the same had I different or more
dancers. I am grateful for their dedication and willingness to be vulnerable with me in order to
move this piece forward.
The title for my work was created almost immediately after sharing the development of
my concept with my chair, Assistant Professor Kelsey Paschich, when she shared her experience
with a long distance relationship and her troubles with Sundays because they were a day of
departure. I have hated Sundays for years because of this, and Kelsey was one of the first people
that made that connection. It is always on a Sunday that one moment my partner and I are
together, the next we are not, but the presence lingers until we see each other again. There are
also moments on these Sundays where I am able to feel myself detaching from my partner before
my partner is even gone, which played an important role in the creation of one section of
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movement. Overall, I felt that sunday was a perfect way to sum up my concept of time,
memories, love, and departure into one word. The lack of a capital s in the title sunday is an
aesthetic choice, as well as the intent to make the word Sunday something more than just a day
of the week.
During my initial improvisation session, I created multiple phrases on myself before
working with my dancers. From videos I recorded, I retaught myself my movement and
structured shapes, gestures, and short phrases to create a larger base phrase. My improvisation
was a direct reflection of the emotions behind the work, with rawness of the human experience
being a key component in my work. This base phrase was sent to my dancers prior to our first
rehearsal due to COVID-19 restrictions cutting our rehearsal times short. When we were finally
able to begin in-studio rehearsals I started by clarifying details on the base phrase. Moving
forward, I worked with my dancers to manipulate this phrase into one with more physical contact
and direction changes. I view this first phrase as one that depicts the content and infatuated
moments one experiences when with a loved one(s).
My second and final phrase was created in collaboration with my dancers. Given that I
did not have anyone to aid me in the creation of the partnering, I relied on my dancers to figure
out the detailed movement pathways after giving them verbal prompts and guidance through my
visions. I remained flexible throughout this process because I knew not all of my ideas would
work. A part of this phrase travels down a hallway, as seen in the film. I created the solo phrase
for Phoebe in my apartment space in order to provide a more detailed description of the pathway
of her movement in the studio, which would allow her to envision herself in the film space. The
remaining parts are the phrase were created through a vision I devised in my head, that I then
verbally described to my dancers. I only created two phrases for this work because I knew I
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would be taking many candid shots of Phoebe and Libby simply being. I would then use these
candid shots to fill the space between the movement shots knowing that I could manipulate time
and space in post-production with Adobe Premiere Pro Software.
Following the studio rehearsals with my dancers, I brought them into the filming space,
which was the living room and kitchen of my apartment in Kalamazoo, MI. The first few
rehearsals were used to get acquainted with the space. I set aside one of these rehearsals as a day
to collect photos in order to get the images I had in my head out into the world. I took these
photos and created a story board that acted as a guide during my final editing process. When I
felt my dancers were comfortable in the space, I scheduled three filming days. After each film
day I made sure to spend time sorting through materials and editing to ensure that I captured all
the shots I needed. During an editing session following my second film date, my excitement was
building to see my vision becoming a reality or my vision manifesting. I had my first rough draft
completed shortly after the third filming session which gave me ample time to fix small details
and find a solid closing. After a discussion with committee member, dance videographer and
photographer, Alyssa Park, I added an additional film day to capture three last shots we both felt
were needed to create an ending that felt complete.
An important component that kept me organized throughout this entire process was
keeping a journal. It was a place to brainstorm ideas, write down visions, jot down notes from
my chair and committee members, and list plans for my rehearsals. I find a journal to be
especially helpful for me because leaving my thoughts as a jumbled mess in my brain will often
lead to a chaotic creative process, and thus out of control. My ideas were clear and flushed out
become of the journaling process, but also flexible enough to allow for changes.
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Design Elements
In all aspects of design, it was my goal to create a work that was relatable to the viewer.
The kitchen and family room in my apartment adds an informal and familiar entry point that is
relatable for the viewer. I was able to bring the viewer into each space seamlessly through the
physical movement of my dancers and through the camera work. The warm tones and brightness
of the space indicate to those watching that this piece lies in content memories. Filming in my
home allows viewers to place themselves in their own home environments, and gives them the
chance to select the space in which they spend the most time with loved ones. Having sunday
take place in a home space also added to the intimacy of the work, given that our most personal
moments happen behind closed doors.
The movement of the dancers contains many moments of contact. This was done to
highlight the closeness of the two people in the narrative. The unchoreographed moments such as
the two dancers sitting at the kitchen table were used to provide the viewers with images that
may be more relatable than the choreographed movement. The viewers may find themselves at
their own kitchen table or another setting that reflects this same image and mood, such as a
coffee shop. The role of the camera is extremely important in that it is able to capture details that
would not be noticed in a live stage work. In both the choreographed and unchoreographed
moments, I was able to use the camera to capture the subtle details of the face, the movement,
and the movement of the costumes. I wanted the viewers to feel like they were one of the dancers
themselves in which I chose to capture over the shoulder shots were used to put the viewer in the
perspective of the dancers looking at each other. The camera also allowed me to create the piece
in a non-linear structure. This was done to put the viewers in the dreamlike, memory filled world
that Phoebe finds herself in.
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When I began my process, I had no ideas when it came to the sound score for my piece. I
did know that I wanted the movement and images to be the driving force, and for the music to
support it. My mentor and committee member, dance artist, filmmaker, and educator, Jenny
Stulberg, suggested the artist Michael Wall, who creates scores specifically for dance. I was
browsing his library when I came across his piece “Floating Afternoon” and knew this was the
selection for my piece when I was instantly in tears. The piano is the only instrument used in the
work. The score contains sparse notes and is filled with pauses in which the listener can hear the
subtle movements of the pianist shifting in his seat. I felt content when listening to the music, but
also had a sense of melancholy, much to the tone I had set for the piece. The piano is intimate;
the space between the notes made it even more intimate and gave my dancers space to exist. I
felt that this was the perfect piece to support the movement I had created.
In regard to my costuming, I wanted my dancers to be dressed simply and in a wardrobe
that they may wear every day. Flashy costumes would not work for this piece because of the
intimacy, the setting, and the desire to make the work relatable to the viewers. I chose to layer
the clothing because it is currently trending very heavily, at least around the department of
dance. Warmer tones were selected to match the tone of the location and to contrast the greyblue carpeting. The costumes also added texture and intimacy to the close-up shots of physical
touch. For hair and makeup, I provided my dancers with the direction of an “everyday look”. I
wanted my dancers to look and feel as human as possible, which in turn would allow the viewers
to see themselves in the position of the dancers more than if I had my dancers apply heavy eye
makeup and bright lip stick.
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Coordinator Responsibilities
As photography coordinator it was my responsibility to connect with a photographer and
plan a shoot for the BFA class. Our class chose to work with Sarah Glover, a dance photographer
based in Chicago, IL, who provided us with headshots and action shots. Communication with
Glover was difficult at times which left me frustrated and anxious that the shoot would not
happen. Fortunately, we were able to schedule the shoot for March 3rd. After Sarah signed the
contract, I created a sign-up sheet for my classmates to fill out to ensure everyone had a time slot
that would work with their schedule. I attended the entirety of the shoot to attend to any needs
that Glover may have had. Lauren DeSmedt was also present for the run of the photo shoot due
to other commitments I had that day. The photo shoot ran smoothly, and the photographs turned
out lovely!

Moving Forward
I am both disappointed and grateful for the events of the past year. I had spent the past
three years preparing for the day that I could share my stage work with a live audience in studio
B. However, without Covid-19, sunday would cease to exist. This past year flipped the world
upside down, but in that I was able to discover a new passion and talent of mine. I have never
been one to say I am confident in my work. I panicked in my choreography classes and retreated
into myself when I had to share my work. sunday gave me confidence. I am proud of what I
created, and I was proud well before the public showing of the Graduating Presentations. I did
not need anyone’s approval to make me feel proud, but the feedback I received from my family,
the families of my cast, and from my friends made me beam. I explained my concept to no one
except for my roommates, my chair, and committee, and yet everyone understood what I was
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trying to convey. I did my job. My audience found themselves in my narrative, and I could not
have asked for anything more.
From this experience I learned that I am more than capable of leading dancers / humans
through a process, and I am capable of making decisions on my own without the approval of
others. I have struggled with taking on leadership roles in the past and seek the approval of other
much too often. I believe that working with a smaller cast helped with this, but it was the right
move for the work and for me to move confidently through the process. This is the second
choreographic work I have created from personal experiences/feelings, I have determined that
the works I enjoy creating are in fact those that are relatable. Both creative processes have been
challenging and therapeutic. I want to continue to use dance as a medium to explore the thoughts
and emotions. As I navigated through the last four months, I found comfort in the fact that
creating does not need to be linear. Nothing needs to be linear. I have always tried to think too
logically and literally about creating work, but in reality, it does not matter how you get
somewhere; you just need to get there. This may just be the start of my love for process over
product.
In regard to the choreography and videography components of this process, I enjoyed
every minute. I never envisioned myself being a choreographer, but found comfort being behind
a lens. I enjoyed having more control over what the viewers saw and being able to incorporate
pedestrian moments that may not have fit into a stage work. I also enjoyed the conversations I
had with my cast in order to connect with them on a more personal level to bring this piece to
life.
Moving forward, I can see myself working as a freelance artist in dance, photography,
and videography. I would love to continue performing in any capacity and am grateful to have
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performed in the concert in addition to creating for it. Along with performing, I want to continue
to create more dance for films that showcase the human experience, and continue working in
photography, capturing the raw, personal moments of dancers and non-dancers. I feel that we
live in a world that is trying too hard to be perfect. This is something I most definitely struggle
with, but I know there is so much beauty in the small and imperfect. Life is not about the
extravagant, flashy, and brilliant. It is the small mundane moments, we often take for granted. I
want to share more dance for films and photos, in the hopes that even just one person can stop
and experience how beautiful it is to just be.
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music
analysis

“sunday” by Lauren Smith
Sound Score
Floating Afternoon by Michael Wall
Note
A piano is the only instrument present in the sounds score, with soft shuffles in the background. The score
is unmetered with the notes varying in pitch, strength, and duration. The choreography is performed in felt
time, with most of the structure created during the editing process. The score finishes on an incomplete
cadence.
Key
Piano | P – Phoebe | L – Libby | POV – point of view
Time

Visual Description

Music
Description

Movement
Description

0:00 –
0:33

Six piano notes in
varying pitches, and
times between notes,
that fade to silence.

0:34 –
1:11

Six piano notes in
varying pitches, and
times between notes,
that fade to silence.
Faint breathing can be
heard at 0:36.
Shuffling + fidgeting
can be heard following
the final note at 0:59 –
1:10

An opening shot of
a clock moves to
sunlight on a grey
couch and an
empty kitchen
table. Followed by
an over the
shoulder shot and a
close up of P. Cut
to black.
Opens back up on
the note with a far
shot of P at the
table. P moves to
behind the counter,
washes the mugs
and places in the
cabinet. A fade to
opens back up with
P walking down the
hall.

1:12 –
2:08

13 piano notes with
varying strength and
pitch. Time between
each note varies as
well.
The faint sound of keys
jingling can be heard
from 1:28 – 1:33.
A large shift is heard
from 1:42 – 1:45.

The camera pans up
to P’s face. Peers
over her shoulder
and falls to floor.
Quick cuts of P and
L. L appears by P’s
side. A circular arm
and hip motion
moves to a partner
phrase. P and L lay
on the floor.
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2:09 –
2:41

At 2:09 the are
mechanical
background noises.
Following, there are
six piano notes in
varying pitches, and
times between notes,
that fade to silence.
Piano creaks occur at
2:38.

2:42 –
2:49

A single high-pitched
note that fades to
silence. Breathing
heard at 2:47 and a
shift at 2:48.

2:50 –
3:09

Five piano notes in
varying pitches, and
times between notes,
that fade to silence.
Breathing and piano
creaks can be heard at
3:07 3:09.

3:10 –
3:43

Six piano notes in
varying pitches, and
times between notes,
that fade to silence.
Breathing can be heard
at various moments in
this segment.

3:44 –
4:24

Seven piano notes in
varying pitches, and
times between notes,
that fade to silence.
Piano creaks heard
from 3:57 – 4:02.

P and L remain on
floor until L stands
up. A shot of a mug
inserted before P
stands up.
Movement begins
with arms crossing
and moves into
circular and
isolated gestures. A
shot of windows
and the table
follow.
P’s hand picks up
mug on note.

Close up of L.
Bird’s eye of P and
L. Broken by shot
of arms entering
from the bottom of
frame. A series of
falling, catching,
pushing, and
pulling occurs.
P lift L.
P circles around to
pick L up, and
grabs face. P and L
embrace. Cut to
feet. Cut back to
upper body. P
follows L as L
lunges left then
right to the floor.
Bird’s eye of P and
L’s heads on floor.
Cut to black.
Far shot of P and L
at table. Zoom in
to hands. Cut to
black. Close up of
P to hands at sink.
P pulls away, L
reaches to P.
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4:25 –
4:45

Six piano notes in
varying pitches, and
times between notes,
that fade to silence.
Breathing can be heard
at various time in this
segment. Creaks from
the piano heard at
4:42.

4:46 –
5:17

Faint key jingling at
4:47 – 4:53. Six piano
notes in varying
pitches, and times
between notes, that
fade to silence. Human
shifts, breathing, and
piano creaks 5:01 –
5:07.

5:18 –
5:59

Seven piano notes in
varying pitches, and
times between notes,
that fade to silence.
Piano creaks 5:49

6:00 –
6:17

Five piano notes in
varying pitches, and
times between notes,
that fade to silence.
Breathing and piano
creaks can be heard in
this segment.

6:18 –
6:50

Six piano notes in
varying pitches, and
times between notes,
that fade to silence.
Breathing and piano
creaks can be heard in
this segment.
6:36 the piano creaks
are very audible.

P comes back into
frame. Shot zooms
out to see P and L.
Close up of L
moves to both as L
touches P’s
shoulder. Takes
dancers in to a
series of wave like
movement.
P disappears out of
frame as L hugs.
L’s arms drop.
Fade to black as
camera pans.
Empty coffee mug
shot. P begins solo
down hall with
touching shoulder.
L comes around
corner, seen from
P POV.
Camera back on P
as she turns back to
L. Solo moment
continues with
tense gestures. P
and L embrace into
a waltz. Slow
motion embraces
into quick flashes of
“happy times”.
P rolls across L’s
head, to then spin L
into another
embrace. Camera
moves into L,
fades, a opens on P
without L. P’s arms
fall.
P stares down
hallway toward
camera. Cut to
black. Close ups of
P at table. Cut to
black.
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6:50 –
7:30

Seven piano notes in
varying pitches, and
times between notes,
that fade to silence.
Breathing and piano
creaks can be heard in
this segment.
7:17 the piano creaks
are very audible.

7:31 –
7:50

Five piano notes in
varying pitches, and
times between notes,
that fade to silence.
Breathing and piano
creaks can be heard in
this segment.
7:52-7:54 piano creaks
very audible.

Opening shot of
clock, to mugs on
table with plant,
coffee being poured
into mug, and L
reappearing.
Flashback images
reappear for a
longer period of
time, into the
image of P and L
embracing.
Shot of L at table
form P POV.
Shot of P at table
form L POV.
Far shot of P and L
at table laughing.
Fade to black.
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cast list

Lauren Smith’s GP Cast List

Libby McKenzie
Phoebe Rohrer

Sydney Leatherberry*
*denotes understudy

By initially next to your name, you accept this casting and will be present at all rehearsals and
performances unless prearranged with the choreographer.
Rehearsals with be held Monday’s 10-11:30 am and Friday’s 2-3 pm beginning
February 3, 2021. Please note that we will be using space off campus during this process.
I am very excited to work with you all!
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design
documentation

Design Statement
sunday remains consistent in its design throughout the entirety of the work with its
natural costuming and makeup, warm tones, and use of one location. The work is relatable to the
viewers through the use of a kitchen and family room space, the texture of the costuming,
physical moments of contact, and unchoreographed movement. These details were captured in
close-up shots to place viewers in the space with the dancers.
Location | Figures 7.1 – 7.3
sunday was filmed in my apartment in Kalamazoo, MI. This location is full of character
and brown and orange tones. The kitchen and family room in my apartment adds an informal and
familiar entry point that is relatable for the viewer, and it shows signs of life in support of the
works pedestrian elements. Filming off WMU premises allowed for my dancers to be unmasked,
which allowed for subtle details of the face to be captured on the camera. The space also adds
depth to the film to make up for the lack of depth created from the movement of the dancers.
Costumes, Hair, and Makeup | Figures 7.4 – 7.6
The costumes were created using clothing from the wardrobe of my dancers and myself.
This allowed for my dancers to look the same as they would on any given day. I dressed them in
layers to add texture, and for its current trending among the younger generation. Warmer tones
were selected to match the tone of the location and film, and to contrast the grey-blue carpeting. I
allowed my dancers to wear jewelry they wear frequently to add texture and to support the
pedestrian qualities.
The makeup design is minimal. I provided my dancers with the direction of creating an
“everyday look”. There was no need to highlight any of my dancers’ facial features, as they
would be recognizable to the camera. The hair design was left up to my dancers. Phoebe’s hair is
placed in a ponytail placed in the middle of the head, with shorter strands framing the face.
Libby’s hair is placed in a half up-half down ponytail with her bangs hanging down. No
hairspray or gel was used in order to create a more natural look.
Camera Work and Editing
The camera allowed me to capture subtle details of the location, moments of physical
contact, and the texture of the costumers to better place my viewers in the space. Close-ups were
the primary angles used in the work in order to capture such details. A stabilizer was not used in
the creating of this film. The subtle shakes provided a more intimate feel as if someone was
filming a home video. In the final edit, a slight fade was applied to the work (1:41-6:08) to
support the idea of a memory, much like a faded photograph. Most cuts occurred in the middle of
the movement in order to have a less jarring effect on the viewers.
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Figure 7.1 – Kitchen

Figure 7.2 – Dining room
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Figure 7.3 – Living room

Figure 7.4 – Costume and hair design
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Figure 7.5 - Libby, hair and makeup detail

Figure 7.6 – Phoebe, hair and makeup detail
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Storyboard
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production +
scheduling
Hannah Liddicoat + Ciera Nolan
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Graduating Presentations 2021
PRODUCTION SCHEDULE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE – Draft: 5/15/2021

Sun

March

7

Mon
1

Tue
2

Wed
3

Thu
4

Fri
5

Sat
6

8

9

10

11

12
MMR Filming
Phelps

13
MMR Filming
Janney
Zajac

MMR Techs
CZ Tech/Cueing
14
Studio B Hang
Studio B and
MMR Cueing
Stage Works

15
Studio B Tech
Fairman

16
MMR Tech
DeSmedt/Nolan

Studio B Strike

MMR Filming
Burgess

17
MMR Tech
Laster
Esperanza

18
19
Studio B Filming Studio B Tech
Fairman
Korff
Callahan
Studio B Strike Liddicoat

20
Studio B Filming
Liddicoat
Korff
Callahan
MMR Filming
Esperanza

Studio B Strike
21
MMR Filming
DeSmedt/Nolan
Laster
Studio B Strike

PERSONNEL
Artistic Director: Megan Slayter/Joan Herrington
Production Manager: Hannah Liddicoat
Lighting Designer: GP Students and Megan Slayter
Production Assistant: James Felton
Costume Coordinator: Catera Burgess and Kennedy
Phelps
Video Equipment Coordinator: Lauren Janney

RUNNING CREW
Light Board Op: DANC3890
Sound Op: DANC3890
Running Crew: DANC3890

STAGED WORKS (not in concert order yet)
Title

Choreographer/Rehearsal Dir.
Cassie Callahan
Lauren DeSmedt and Ciera Nolan
Tyler Korff
Katie Fairman
Kyra Laster
Hannah Liddicoat
Caroline Zajac
Mike Esperanza

Length
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Subject to change
DANCE FILM WORKS (not in concert order yet)
Title

Fri. 3/12

Choreographer/Rehearsal Dir.
Erin Bates
Kiera Brown
Catera Burgess
James Felton and Angel Sutton
Lauren Janney
Olivia Lemmenes
Kennedy Phelps
Martina Reed
Lauren Smith
Mike Esperanza

MMR
5:30pm – 10pm

Length

Filming and Technical Rehearsals for Staged Works
Kennedy Phelps Filmed Work
5:30pm dancer / crew call
5:30pm – 6pm set lighting look
6pm – 8pm filming
Caroline Zajac Staged Work Tech
8pm – 8:45pm cueing
8:30pm dancer call
9pm – 10pm tech

Sat. 3/13

MMR
2:30pm – 7pm

Filming for Staged and Film Works
Lauren Janney Filming
2:30pm dancer call
2:30pm – 3pm set lighting look
3pm – 5pm filming
Caroline Zajac Filming
4:30pm dancer / crew call
5pm – 7pm filming

Sun. 3/14

Studio B
11am – 5:15pm

Cueing and Tech for Staged
Works

MMR
1:15pm – 2:45pm

Studio B Hang
11am – 12:30pm
Studio B Cueing
1pm – 1:45pm Cassie Callahan

DRAFT version 5/15/2021

MMR Cueing
1:15pm – 2pm Kyra Laster
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1:45pm – 2:30pm Katie Fairman
*Crew Break 2:45 – 3:15*
Cueing Resumes
3:15pm – 4pm Tyler Korff
4pm – 4:45pm Hannah Liddicoat

Mon. 3/15 Studio B
6pm – 8pm

2pm – 2:45pm Lauren D. and
Ciera N.

Strike Studio B
4:45pm – 5:15pm
Fairman Tech
Studio B Hang
7:30pm – 8pm hang
Studio B Tech
Katie Fairman Tech
7:30pm dancer / crew call
8pm – 9pm tech
Studio B Strike
9pm – 9:30pm

Tue. 3/16

MMR
MMR Tech and Filming
6:30pm – 10:30pm
Lauren D. and Ciera N. Tech
6:30pm dancer / crew call
7pm – 8pm tech
Catera Burgess Filming
8:30pm dancer call
8:30pm – 9pm set lighting look
9pm – 11pm filming

Wed. 3/17 MMR
7pm – 10pm

MMR Tech
Kyra Laster Tech
7pm dancer / crew call
7:30pm – 8:30pm tech
Esperanza Tech

DRAFT version 5/15/2021
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8pm dancer call
8:30pm – 10pm tech
Thur. 3/18 Studio B
Studio B Filming
6:30pm – 10:30 pm
Studio B Hang
6:30pm crew call
6:30pm – 7:30 hang
Katie Fairman Filming
7:30pm dancer call
8pm – 10pm tech
Studio B Strike
10pm – 10:30pm

Fri. 3/19

Studio B
5:30pm – 9:30pm

Studio B Tech
Studio B Hang
5:30pm crew call
5:30pm – 6pm hang
Tyler Korff Tech
6pm dancer call
6:30pm – 7:30 pm tech
Cassie Callahan Tech
7pm dancer call
7:30pm – 8:30pm tech
Hannah Liddicoat Tech
8pm dancer call
8:30pm – 9:30pm tech

Sat. 3/20

Studio B
10am – 6pm

Studio B Filming of Staged Works
10am crew call

MMR
6pm – 10pm

Hannah Liddicoat Filming
10am dancer call

DRAFT version 5/15/2021
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10:30am – 12:30pm filming
Tyler Korff Filming
12pm dancer call
12:30pm – 2:30pm filming
*Crew Break 2:30 – 3:30*
Cassie Callahan Filming
3:30pm dancer call
4pm – 6pm filming
MMR Filming of Staged Works
Esperanza Filming
6pm dancer call
6:30pm – 10pm filming
Sun. 3/21

MMR
10:30am – 3pm
Studio B
3pm – 4:30pm

MMR Filming of Staged Works
Lauren D. and Ciera N. Filming
10:30am dancer and crew call
11am – 1pm filming
Kyra Laster Filming
12:30pm dancer call
1pm – 3pm filming
Studio B Strike
3pm – 4:30pm

DRAFT version 5/15/2021
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publicity +
promotion
Tyler Korff, Kyra Laster, Angel Sutton, + Caroline Zajac

Figure 10.1 – Poster

Figure 10.2 – Instagram Promotion, Choreography Spotlight
50

Figure 10.3 – Promotional Video
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program
Erin Bates + Kiera Brown
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54

55
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final budget
Katie Fairman
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final work

view

